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Wasp in Dreams

Dreaming about a wasp is associating yourself back to a situation that has stung you
in the past where you are most hurt and vulnerable. In return, the hatred towards
this helplessness has grown in you. However, it is not a healthy situation because the
energy required to hate someone or something is tremendous, which keeps you from
being optimally functional throughout the waking hours.

To move forward, you must kill the wasp in your dreams. Take over the fear, and
continue with your life.
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7 thoughts on “Wasp in Dreams”

Tim

I was stung on the palm of my left hand by a black wasp at the beginning of a
Groundhog Day-like repeat of events that had just transpired in the same dream, and
it altered the outcome of the dream, resulting in a separation from a group of friends
and being ambushed by a red-haired Russian woman in a dark park. Very interest-
ing, and my hand stung dully throughout.

Samuel silva Jr.

In my room , I seat down a wasp and look at it saying to myself holy crap a wasp in
my room? Look up to the light and ceiling fan a lot of wasps are inside and I go on a
killing spree killing all the wasps. I use this power after awhile it’s a power from a
story called destiny that a character has its an arrow that hits a surface and slows
everything by tethering it to that arrow. I did that to the ceiling easily killing the
wasps. I woke up after that it was 3 am.

Teresa Bradley

I had a dream about Wasps for time last night.My Mon was lying in a bed but she had
this face protector thing on her face.But there were a bunch of wasp sitting on her
face protector.I told her don’t move.I went and got some bug spray.My mom said to
me don’t let that spray get in my face.I told her I’m not as I was spraying towards the
wasp they scattered out all around me and I started running.they were every where.

Gail Hughes

I dream of wasp trying to sting me ( there’s also swarm of insects above ) I am in a
room with my mum and trying to protect us both .we know it will kill us if it stings
us . Mum says get the spray to kill it but I can’t get out of the room the wasp contin-
ues to stop me. It is really scarey dream. The dream ends like that .
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Amanda

I keep having dreams about mohogany wasps. I feel them touch me but they do not
sting me. This dream has happened at least 3 or 4 times now and I normally don’t re-
member my normal dreams. I don’t hate them but I prefer for them to stay far away
from me.

Tonya

What does it mean if I was walking with my parents in my dream and my father
said, “Oh no!“ and pointed to a wasp killing a butterfly?

Jerremy

There were 3 wasp in my dream. They tried to attack me but i killed all three of
them.

Dream Dictionary & Dream Meanings is a dream dictionary to understanding wasp in dreams: the starting
point for dream analysis, dream meanings, and dream interpretations. Let dream experts guide and
interpret deeper meanings of wasp in dreams and unlock the truth behind your personal life, experiences,
and everything about dreams. Analyze the wasp in dreams symbols (dream signs) and bring better
awareness to your sleeping life.

To have your dreams explained according to a Christian interpretation of wasp in dreams and Christian
dream symbols, please submit the dream via the comments and you will receive the wasp in dreams
interpretation from a Christian perspective. Be aware when we provide the free dream interpretation, it
could be a good dream, a nightmare, or a lucid dream. It is important to remember dreams by keeping a
dream journal for prophetic dreams, vivid dreams, and recurring dreams.
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